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Water droplets can jump during vapor condensation on solid benzene near its melting point. This phenom-
enon, which can be viewed as a kind of micro scale steam engine, is studied experimentally and numerically.
The latent heat of condensation transferred at the drop three phase contact line melts the substrate during a time
proportional to R �the drop radius�. The wetting conditions change and a spontaneous jump of the drop results
in random direction over length �1.5R, a phenomenon that increases the coalescence events and accelerates
the growth. Once properly rescaled by the jump length scale, the growth dynamics is, however, similar to that
on a solid surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Condensation of water vapor on cold surfaces is a daily
experience to all of us, e.g., the beautiful patterns of breath
figures �condensed water drops� on windowpane or dew on
grass blades in the morning. Moreover, the condensation
phenomenon has great importance in variety of fields such as
heat and mass transfer �1�, early stages of thin film growth
�2,3�, fabrication of ordered micro/nanoporous membranes
�4–6�, atmospheric water recovery �7� etc. The preliminary
research on breath figures dates back to the work done by
Aitken, Rayleigh, and Baker �8� during 1893–1922. Many
fundamental laws of nucleation and growth dynamics of
breath figures are well identified after the early work by Bey-
sens and Knobler �9–12�. However, the spectacular jumping
of drops condensing on a solid substrate near its melting
point �cyclohexane� �13,14� has been only partially investi-
gated. In this phenomenon mechanical work is released. It
thus appears to be a unique example of microsteam engine
and per se deserves special attention.

In general, the growth dynamics of breath figures takes
place in three important stages. �i� In the initial stage, the
surface coverage, �2, which is the ratio of droplet area to
substrate area, is low. The drops are isolated �no coalescence�
and grow as t1/3 �t is time�. �ii� In the intermediate �cross-
over� stage, �2 increases rapidly and reaches a maximum
value. �iii� The coalescence dominated �self-similar� stage
corresponds to a surface coverage that saturates. The average
drops radius grows as t1. These growth laws were observed
and obtained both analytically and in computer simulation
studies �15–18�.

Coalescence is a key phenomenon to rescale and acceler-
ate growth. Thus, if due to certain mechanism, the coales-

cence events are enhanced, the growth dynamics can be
deeply modified. This is precisely the case for drops jumping
on a solid surface near its melting point. A question naturally
occurs whether the jump of drops changes the growth dy-
namics or not. We address this question in the present experi-
mental and numerical study where water drops are condens-
ing on solid benzene near its melting point.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The condensation chamber consists in a Peltier-element
thermostat enclosed in a Plexiglas box. A small piece of
cleaned silicon wafer of size 1�1 cm2 is fixed on a thick
electrolytic copper plate by means of a thin film of water in
order to ensure a good thermal contact. A small drop �
�20 �l� of liquid benzene �Sigma Aldrich, 99.99% pure� is
deposited on silicon surface and then cooled rapidly from
room temperature �TR�23 °C� to the desired temperature
Ts�3�1 °C �the melting temperature of benzene is
5.5 °C�. The substrate temperature is measured by a K-type
thermocouple placed in contact with the silicon surface. The
chamber is filled with pure N2 gas saturated with water at
room temperature. To avoid dust and to saturate the gas, N2
was bubbled in pure water. The gas flow rate was controlled
with a flow meter and was kept fixed at 0.2 L/min. The
growth dynamics of the drops was observed with a high-
resolution charge-coupled device �CCD� camera �COHU,
4910 series, 50 fps� attached to an optical microscope �Leica,
DMRXE, maximum resolution �2 �m� and recorded on a
video recorder. The video images are then analyzed by an
image analysis software.

III. OBSERVATIONS

When liquid benzene is cooled below its melting point,
the frozen surface shows a polygonal type structure with
some linear defects along the boundary �see Fig. 1�a�, t
=1 s�. Similarly to �13�, we have also observed during water
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condensation rotational motion of the drop around a point
defect that pins the contact line and some times linear motion
along the side of polygons. Both these motions were ob-
served during the nucleation of the drops and continue for a
few seconds. The most interesting observation is the jumping
�hopping� of drops on the substrate. These drop motions con-
tinue until the layer of small thickness of solid benzene melt
completely.

Figure 2�a� shows a typical picture of instantaneous jumps
of many drops in time frame of 20 ms. The earlier positions
of the corresponding drops on the substrate are clearly seen.
This motion originates in the released of latent heat at the
drop perimeter during vapor condensation, which is able to
melt the substrate and change the drop-substrate contact
angle. As also reported in �13�, the drop stay immobile dur-
ing a time � that is proportional to R, that is, to the melted
substrate mass �2�Re2 at drop perimeter. Here e is the
thickness of melted substrate around the contact line. The
thickness e should be independent of R to fulfill the require-
ment that ��R. This assumption is indeed supported by the

observations. As the latent heat is released symmetrically in
the substrate around the drop perimeter, the substrate should
melt also symmetrically around the perimeter. Then the layer
depth should be equal to the layer thickness. The latter is
evidenced by the perimeter print thickness, e �see below and
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FIG. 1. �a� Evolution of water drop on the surface of benzene
�solid� at 3 °C. The images size are 45�45 �m2. �b� Computer
simulation pictures of jumping drops at different time steps. The
image size is 450�450. Initially 105 drops of radius R0=1 were
placed on substrate size of 2500�2500.
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FIG. 2. �a� Microscopic picture of water drops on the surface of
solid benzene at 3 °C. The random jumps of drops and their previ-
ous positions are clearly seen. �b� Evolution of radius R and contact
angle � of jumping drop. Inset: time � between jumps vs drop radius
R. The straight line is a fit with inverse slope �11.7�0.3� �m s−1

�one standard deviation�. �c� Drop jump amplitude �L� vs the drop
radius �R� in linear scale. The straight line is a fit with slope
1.5�0.02 �one standard deviation�.
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Fig. 2�a��. In Fig. 3 the plot of e with respect to R shows
that e is indeed a constant. The proportionality between
� and R is shown in the inset of Fig. 2�b�: R /�
= �11.7�0.3� �m s−1.

Then the drop moves extremely rapidly in a random di-
rection and stops within a distance on order of its radius R,
leaving apparent the print of its perimeter �Fig. 2�a��, a print
that remains visible for �2 s and afterward fades gradually.
It is also apparent in the video that the print of the drop is
smaller than the drop radius just after jump. The drop radius
then slowly diminishes to recover its initial value, within a
small rise due to condensation. Assuming that the volume V
of the drop is constant during the process, which is a good
approximation as the condensation rate is low, one can de-
duce from the evolution of the drop radius the corresponding
evolution of the contact angle � through,

R3 =
3V

�

�1 + cos ��sin �

�1 − cos ���2 + cos ��
. �1�

The corresponding evolutions are shown in Fig. 2�b�, for a
drop of initial radius R=14.25 �m and �=94.7°. This value
is obtained from the Young’s equation by using the surface
tension �	� of liquid benzene against water �36.9 mN/m at
6 °C �19��, benzene at 3 °C �30.32 mN/m �19�� and water at
3 °C �74.9 mN/m�. The contact angle drops suddenly by
�10° when the substrate melts. It results a change in the
capillary force balance that thrusts the drop in a random
direction. The drop stops when the benzene liquid layer be-
neath freezes and then its shape slowly relaxes to equilib-
rium. This mechanism was suggested by Katz �20�. The pro-
cess is limited by the contact line motion at small capillary
number, similar to the one encountered after two drop coa-
lescence �21–23�. In Fig. 2�b�, the drop radius relaxes expo-

nentially with a relaxation time �700�60� ms �one standard
deviation�. This time has to be compared with the capillary
time R�
 /	� �
 is the dynamic viscosity, 	 is the drop liquid-
vapor surface tension�. One finds a ratio on order of 107,
which, as outlined in �21–23�, means that the triple line dis-
sipation indeed controls the relaxation. This relaxation cor-
responds to very small Reynolds numbers, typically �10−4

for drops of 10 �m radius with water kinematic viscosity
�10−6 m2 s−1.

The amplitude of the jump is 1.5R �Fig. 2�c�� and the time
between two successive jumps is proportional to R as �
=R /� �Fig. 2�b�, inset�, with �= �11.7�0.3� �m s−1 �one
standard deviation�, a value similar to what was found on
cyclohexane �= �12.5�0.3� �m s−1 �13� �one standard de-
viation�. We have also attempted to look into the details of
the jumps with a faster camera �1000 fps� but failed to see
the details of the jump. The upper limit of initial accelera-
tion, a, can be estimated as follows. For a capillary force
2�R	, the acceleration a=2�R	 / �2 /3�R3��=3	 /�R2,
where � is the drop volumic mass with water, 	
�73 dyne /cm, ��1 g cm−3, the acceleration a�2.2
�108 cm s−2 and the typical time t0 for a jump over R
=10 �m is then on order of 2 �s. This time is indeed much
smaller than that of the fast camera limit. The Reynolds
number for the jumping drop can be estimated as Re
=at0R /v�58, with =0.85�10−6 m2 s−1 the liquid ben-
zene kinematic viscosity. This large value means that the
flow below the drop might be nonlaminar. However, a de-
tailed description of the drop motion is out of the scope of
the present study.

IV. DROP PATTERN GROWTH

The growth dynamics is very fast, due to the many coa-
lescence events resulting from the jumps, and is completed
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FIG. 3. Evaluation of �R� �black circle� and
surface coverage ��2� �open circle and interrupted
line, a guide for the eyes� for water drops con-
densed on the surface of solid benzene at 3 °C
�log-log scale�. Inset: upper corner is the evolu-
tion �log-log scale� of a single drop of radius �R�.
The arrows indicate drop coalescence. In the
lower corner is the print �e� of the melted sub-
strate around the contact line �semilog plot� that
is found independent of R. The interrupted line is
the mean value �1.24�0.24� �m �error: one
standard deviation�.
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in a couple of minutes. Figure 3 shows a typical evolution.
The data are averaged over 800–900 condensed drops at the
early stage, while at the late stages the data are averaged over
less drops �30–40 drops� since the coalescence reduces the
number of drops. When the surface coverage, �2, is low
�typically �0.15�, coalescences are inexistent and the aver-
age drop radius �R�� t�, with �=1 /3, as expected for a
single drop growth in steady state of condensation where the
drop volume increases as time. As the surface coverage in-
creases, to a maximum value of 0.2 �value noticeably much
smaller than the value �0.56 classically observed on planar
surfaces without jumping� �15,24�, coalescence becomes
more efficient and the usual rescaled growth law �R�� t1 is
ultimately recovered. Between these two limiting behaviors
an apparent growth law with mean �crossover� exponent
�0.5 is observed. Also in Fig. 3 �inset� is shown a single
drop growth. The evolution between coalescence is in t1/3, as
expected.

V. COMPUTER SIMULATION

The growth process was started by randomly placing 105

drops of initial radius R0=1 unit, on the substrate of size L
�L �=2500�2500 units� without overlapping. At each time
step, the radius of each drop was increased according to the
law R� t1/3 that corresponds to single drop growth The new
radius of each drop after every time step was calculated as
Rn+1=Rn�tn+1 / tn�1/3, where tn+1 and tn are the times at �n
+1�th and nth steps, respectively. The jumps of the drops are
incorporated in the simulation as follows. To each drop
added on the substrate a counter with value zero is assigned
and the time between two successive jumps �=R�t�/11.7 is
calculated for each drop. In order to fit the experimental
situation, the above values were varied randomly within
20%. Then at each time for every drop the counter is in-
creased by one time unit and � is calculated. When the
counter of any drop exceeds or becomes equal to its � value
the drop is given a displacement of amplitude 1.5R with
random direction and again its counter is set to zero. As
above for � the displacement is varied randomly within 20%
around its mean value. In case of coalescence �touch or over-
lap� of two or more �p� drops, the counter of resultant drop is
set to zero and its radius R= �R1

3+R2
3+ . . .Rp

3�1/3 and � is cal-
culated. This new drop is placed at the center of mass of the
coalescing drops and again checked for further overlap, and
the process is repeated until there is no overlap. Periodic
boundary conditions are also incorporated. In Fig. 1�b� is
shown the drop pattern evolution. A small section of the total
substrate is shown in the figure. It can be noticed that experi-
mental and simulation pictures are qualitatively in agree-
ment.

In Fig. 4 are reported the evolution of the pattern average
radius and the surface coverage. The classical case where the
drops do not move is reported for sake of comparison. All
results were averaged over 20 runs. One notes that the nu-
merical simulation data are in agreement with the experi-
mental results as described above.

It is observed that for both jumping and no jumping
drops, the very first data points concerning �R� and �2 are the

same at early time. They corresponds to small surface cov-
erage and negligible coalescence events and give a power
law growth with exponent �=1 /3. For both jumping and no
jumping drops, the limiting behavior at large surface cover-
age and high number of coalescence events correspond to the
same growth law �R�� t1, with however a much smaller lim-
iting surface coverage ��0.07� for jumping drops than for no
jumping drops ��0.6�. This is due to the fact that the range
of drop interaction is markedly larger for the jumping drops.
The interaction distance, �, for collision is on order �R� for
no-jump, and on order �R�+L=2.5 �R� for jumping drops
�Fig. 5�. Then the ratio of surface coverage jump/no jump
should be in the ratio �1 /2.5�2=0.16, which in effect ap-
proximately corresponds to what is observed �no jump: 0.6;
jump: �0.1�.

In the crossover regime, the surface coverage for jumping
drops becomes smaller than for jumping drops, reaches a
maximum ��0.12� and then diminishes to saturate at the
above limiting value �0.07. The value of the surface cover-
age is a balance between a condensation-induced increase
and a coalescence-induced decrease. In the crossover regime,
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indicate drop coalescence. �b� Evolution of surface coverage, �2, for
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there is a mix up between the tendency to very low surface
coverage due to enhanced jump-induced coalescence events
that will dominate at late times and the tendency to a larger
surface coverage due to the growth of the drop radius. The
different dynamics of both evolution leads to the observed
maximum.

VI. CONCLUSION

This experimental and numerical study of the growth
dynamics of water drops condensing on a surface tension

active substrate �solid benzene near its melting point�
then appears to be not markedly different from that on a
simple planar substrate. The interaction distance is simply
rescaled by the jump distance. The acceleration of growth
due to enhanced coalescence occurs, however, for surface
coverage much less than a simple substrate. One also notices
that such jumping condensing drops are an extraordinary
model of microsteam engines, working however in an iso-
thermal cycle instead of the classical adiabatic cycle �which
cannot be used at such micrometer scale where heat diffuses
too rapidly�.
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